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Israeli protester on demonstration that ended in front of Prime Minister Netanyahu's home
The protestors are calling for early elections and Netanyahu to step down.
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[image: A leopard coral grouper and soft corals in the waters of Raja Ampat Regency in east Indonesia's West Papua region. (Lillian Suqanrumpha/AFP via Getty Images)]Coral reefs restoration in Indonesia sparks global hope
In Indonesia, local communities, nonprofits and government agencies banded together to rescue local coral reefs destroyed by damaging fishing practices.
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[image: HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA - APRIL 01: Beyoncé accepts the Innovator Award onstage during the 2024 iHeartRadio Music Awards at Dolby Theatre on April 01, 2024 in Hollywood, California. (Photo by Amy Sussman/Getty Images)]'Cowboy Carter': The reviews for Beyoncé's latest album are in
Beyoncé wrote on Instagram that the album was “born out of an experience that I had years ago where I did not feel welcomed.”
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[image: The moon descends over the sun's horizon during an annular solar eclipse on Oct. 14, 2023 in Kerrville, Texas. Differing from a total solar eclipse, the moon in an annular solar eclipse covers part of the sun's light, creating the &quot;ring of fire&quot; effect around the moon. (Brandon Bell/Getty Images)]Traveling for the solar eclipse? Prepare for flight delays and traffic jams
Eclipse superfans are purchasing flight tickets that fly along the path of totality to catch a closer glimpse of the remarkable phenomenon.
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Saving rare sawfish in the Florida Keys
Sawfish have been dying at unprecedented numbers in the Florida Keys.
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[image: A group using LightSound during the 2023 annular eclipse. (Courtesy of Rochelle Pettaway)]How blind people and those with low vision can experience the eclipse
LightSound Project's small device translates light into sound.
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World Central Kitchen says aid workers were targeted in attack. Israel calls it a 'tragic incident'
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu apologized for the airstrikes that killed seven aid workers trying to deliver food with the charity World Central Kitchen.
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[image: The cover of &quot;The Cemetery of Untold Stories&quot; and author Julia Alvarez. (Courtesy of Hachette Book Group and Julia Alvarez for Middlebury College)]In 'The Cemetery of Untold Stories' unfinished tales refuse to stay buried
The book centers around Alma, a prolific author who retires from her teaching job and creates a cemetery for her unfinished manuscripts and notes.
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Taiwan earthquake injures hundreds, destroys roads and homes
The magnitude 7.4 quake in Taipei killed at least seven people.
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[image: Fan-favorite character Minsc, and his miniature giant space hamster Boo, ride atop a dragon in this recent D&D adventure. (Courtesy of Hasbro)]Hasbro CEO on the future of 'Dungeons & Dragons' after 50th anniversary
"Dungeons & Dragons" just turned 50 years old. We discuss its future with Hasbro CEO Chris Cocks and delve into the company's dramatic pivot from physical toys to digital gaming.
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Wisconsin primary reveals weakness in support for Biden and Trump
Notable 'uninstructed' votes against President Biden came in, as well as a sizeable vote for Republican Nikki Haley instead of former President Donald Trump.
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Texas law would allow police to arrest, deport people they believe entered the U.S. illegally
The Biden administration is arguing the law is unconstitutional, and that the role of immigration law enforcement is a federal duty.
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Marion County Record newspaper files lawsuit after police raid
Local law enforcement raided Marion County Record offices last year, seizing computers and reporters' phones. The lawsuit charges that the mayor and local law enforcement wanted payback for coverage critical...
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[image: Major brands like Starbucks and Dunkin’ use the chemical methylene chloride to decaffeinate coffee, advocates say. (Getty Images)]Some brands make decaf coffee with methylene chloride. Advocates want the paint stripper banned
Major brands like Starbucks and Dunkin’ use the chemical methylene chloride to decaffeinate coffee, advocates say.
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[image: The cover of &quot;I Lived to Tell the World&quot; and author Elizabeth Mehren. (Courtesy)]In 'I Lived to Tell the World,' journalist Elizabeth Mehren tells stories of surviving inhumane acts
In her new book, Mehren tells the stories of survivors of Auschwitz, the killing fields of Cambodia, and other acts of inhumanity who managed to make new lives in Oregon.
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[image: Lady Freedom of Birmingham, Alabama, leans on a plaque as she visits a memorial for the Tulsa Race Massacre near the historic Greenwood district. (John Locher/AP)]Tulsa Race Massacre survivors continue fight for reparations in court
In 1921, a mob of white people killed as many as 300 Black Tulsa residents and burned a thriving Black neighborhood and business district to the ground.
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Abortion rights, recreational marijuana on Florida's 2024 ballot
Florida voters will decide in November whether to enshrine abortion rights in the state constitution and if recreational marijuana should be legalized in the state.
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[image: María Hastings, who lives in Tampa, FL, embraces for first time her biological mother upon her arrival to the airport in Santiago, Chile, on a trip organized by Connecting Roots, an organization that helps reunite with their Chilean biological families children who were taken to be put up for adoption during the dictatorship of Gen. Augusto Pinochet. (Esteban Felix/AP)]Chilean adoptee reunites with birth mother, helps other stolen adoptees do the same
From the 1960s through the 1980s in Chile, about 20,000 babies were stolen from their mothers and placed in adoptions outside the country. The mothers were young and poor. Some...
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March Madness heads to Final Four
Caitlin Clark led the charge for her Iowa Hawkeyes over rival the LSU Tigers — a rematch of the final last year, which LSU won.
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Iran blames Israel for attack on Iranian consulate in Syria
An airstrike killed two generals and several others at the Iranian consulate in Syria.
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